
Monotype Spark solution
The Monotype® Spark™ solution is a collection of our popular font rendering and world 
language shaping technologies that have been re-architected for low-end environments.  
Combined with our highly tuned fonts, the Monotype Spark solution allows you to take 
advantage of scalable text in situations where previously it may not have been possible,  
due to memory restrictions, complexity or platform costs.

Key Features
— Smartphone-like text quality on platforms with very low resources
— Supports most text sizes and display resolutions
— Supports any language
— High performance, even at 50MHz
— 25k RAM, 90k code size
— C source code and pre-compiled libraries for popular platforms
— Supports LCD, OLED, eInk, and other displays
— 1-bit/pixel and 8-bit/pixel raster output

iType Spark software
Monotype’s iType® Spark font engine is a scalable font rendering subsystem based on  
the industry standard TrueType® font. Packaged as ANSI C code and pre-compiled libraries 
for broad, flexible integration, iType Spark software meets stringent size requirements  
for many applications and devices, including those that support East Asian languages 
requiring thousands of characters. The font engine dynamically scales TrueType outlines 
using autohints and manually applied iType Spark hints, to yield high quality single-bit  
or 8-bit raster characters at any text size. 

WorldType Shaper Spark Software
WorldType® Shaper Spark is a subsystem for shaping text from complex language scripts. 
Available as C source code and pre-compiled libraries, it integrates into an existing text  
layout system and dynamically provides Unicode® shaping of complex scripts such as 
Arabic, Devanagari, and Thai. It also handles all the processing needed for bidirectional 
scripts, such as Arabic and Hebrew, including text reordering. The WorldType Shaper 
Spark software is fully compliant with the Unicode 6.2 specification and it is capable  
of interpreting ‘morx’ state tables.

Monotype Spark Solution Fonts
Monotype Spark solution fonts are a collection of highly tuned scalable fonts that  
yield optimal quality on display when used with the Monotype Spark solution software.  
We have chosen highly legible typefaces from the Monotype library that support 
Latin-based languages as well as Chinese, Japanese, Korean, and Arabic. Other typefaces 
and languages are also available. The Monotype Spark solution also supports fonts that 
comply with standard TrueType specifications.

Visit us at Monotype.com or contact us directly at oem@monotype.com.

iType® Spark™ Spark software
Code size on ARM = 98kb

Runtime RAM footprint =
as low as

20kb

WorldType® Spark software
Code size on ARM = 105kb

Runtime RAM footprint =
as low as

5kb
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